
Dynamo’s submission to the Williams Rail Review 

 

I write on behalf of Dynamo, Lancaster and district cycle campaign group, in response 
to your call for evidence regarding train companies’ provision for cyclists.  

 

Virgin’s recent failure to consult properly with local user groups over a change in cycle 

parking has resulted in a deterioration of cycle parking provision at Lancaster train  

station.    

 
Cycle lockers and solid Sheffield steel stands, installed when Lancaster was a cycle 

demonstration town, have been removed and replaced with semi-vertical Falco Vert-

Pro racks.  

 

There was much opposition to Virgin’s move both from locker users (who need a 

secure space to stow their often waterproofs, helmets, tools  etc that could not easily 
be carried on the train) and from stand users who could foresee problems of 

inadequate parking  space and difficulty securing bikes on Falco racks.     

 

Each of the individual racks  is so close together - 305mm - that fitting bikes, which 

often have 600mm or wider bars - means that three rack spaces can only hold two 

bikes. Many bikes carry panniers or child seats which can occupy even more width than 

600mm.   
 

The lines of racks  are so closely aligned that removing your bike means having to 

swing it through 90 degrees, a difficult manoeuvre in such a confined space. The 

individual wheel gullies are too narrow for chunky mountain bike tyres. And while 

hoisting your bike into a vertical position to install it is probably manageable by 

reasonably fit and strong people, older or weaker cyclists will struggle or even fail.  
 

The locking loop is so positioned as to almost guarantee that you will need to brush 

against the chain and frame of a neighbouring bike, so close are they positioned. Which 

commuter wants to turn up at work covered in oil?    

 

Dynamo and Cycling UK representatives did finally get to meet Virgin representatives 

at the station, following much correspondence to get the meeting. But this was not 
consultation rather empty PR. Virgin had made all the decisions regarding the type of 

racks and their positioning. While Virgin listened, it was obvious they had no intention 

of even considering our comments and objections. It also became clear that Virgin 

wanted to remove the existing lockers and stands not to improve facilities for cyclists 

but to create retail space  - most likely a pub – where the CDT lockers and stands had 

stood.    
 

So, as a result of  Virgin’s unilateral decisions cycle parking facilities at Lancaster have 

worsened considerably. Dynamo thinks that Virgin should be made to reverse it 

alterations, but this is unlikely to happen. The lesson for the future is that Virgin and 

other rail companies must have meaningful consultation with local cycle user groups 

prior to decisions being made regarding cycle parking. 
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